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Unit I. Introduction to Compiler 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Introduction to lexical Analysis and Syntax analysis: 

Review of lexical Analysis: alphabet, token, lexical error, Block schematic of lexical analyser, 

Introduction to phases of Compiler, Lexical Analysis. Automatic construction of lexical analyser-

(LEX), LEX specification and features.  

 

Parser: Introduction, Role of parsers, Top down-RD parser, Predictive parsers, LL (k) parsers, 

Bottom up Parsers - Operator precedence parsers, shift-Reduce: SLR, LR (k), LALR etc. using 

ambiguous grammars. Error detection and recovery, Automatic construction of parsers (YACC), 

YACC specifications.                                [13 hrs] 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.1 Introduction to Compiler: 

Definition: 

"A Compiler is a program that reads a source program written in one language and translates it into 

equivalent target language." 

 Target language program may be any programming language/ machine language/Assembly 

language. 

 Compiler reports errors, if any in the source language program. 
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1.2 Process of compilation:  

Along with compiler number of other programs are required to create executable program. The 

process of compilation is as follows. 

 

Source Program:  

1. It is a program written in any high level programming language like c, c++. 

2. A source program may be divided into modules stored in different files. Example- extern 

variables are declared in one file and used in another program file. We can include header 

files in program files. 

 

Preprocessor: 

1. Preprocessor is program which processes on source file and generates intermediate source 

file before compiler compiles the source program. 

2. The tasks of preprocessors are as follows. 

a. Collect the modules from multiple separate source files into a single file called 

intermediate source file. 

b. The preprocessor expand shorthands called macros into source language statements. 

c. File inclusion 

d. Language extensions 
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 1.3 Analysis-Synthesis Model of Compilation: 

Compilation of program takesplace in two parts : Analysis and Synthesis. 

(1) Analysis:  

1. Analysis phase breaks up the source program into smallest indivisual pieces called 

tokens. 

2. It creates an intermediate representation of source program. 

3. During analysis phase, the operations involved in source program are determined 

and recorded in a hierarchical structure called tree. It is also called a syntax tree. 

4. In syntax tree each node represents operation/operator and childrens of a node represents 

the arguments/operands of an operation. 
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5. In compilation analysis consists of three phases: 

a. Lexical/Linear/scanning 

b. Syntax/Hierarchical/Parsing 

c. Semantic analysis 

(2) Synthesis : 

      The synthesis part, 

1. Constructs the desired target program from the intermediate representation. 

2. It required more specialized techniques. 

1.4. Basic terms 

Token : Token is a smallest possible individual unit in a source programming language. Tokens are 

sequence of characters having collective meaning. 

Pattern:  A rule associated with a token is called pattern. 

Lexeme : A lexeme is a sequence of characters in the source program that is matched by the pattern 

for token. A character sequence forming a token is called the lexeme for the token. 

 

Lexical error: Lexical error occurs when characters remaining in the input do not form any token 

of the language. 

Syntax Error: Errors where the token stream violates the structure of rules i.e. syntax of the 

language are determined by syntax analysis phase. 

Semantic Error: During semantic analysis phase compiler tries to detect constructs which are 

syntactically correct but not meaningful. 

 

1.5 Phases of Compiler: 

There are total six phases of compiler. The list of phases are given below: 

1) Lexical Analysis 

2) Syntax Analysis 

3) Semantic Analysis 

4) Intermediate Code Generation 

5) Code Optimization 

6) Code Generator 

7) Symbol Table Management 

8) Error handler 
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The first six are the main phases of compiler. 

 

 
                                  Fig.1.b. Phases of compiler 

 

1) Lexical Analysis/Scanning/Linear Analysis: 

 In the lexical analysis phase, it reads the characters in the source program line by line 

and groups them into stream of tokens in which each token represents logically 

cohesive sequence of characters, such as identifier, keywords, operators, constants, 

strings and special symbols. 

 A character sequence forming a token is called the lexeme for the token. 

 In Lexical analysis, the stream of characters or input source program file is read from 

left-right until end of file occurs and grouped them into tokens. 

 Tokens are nothing but sequence of characters having collective meaning. 
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 Certain tokens will be augmented by a lexical value. 

 When an identifier like Sum found, the lexical analyzer generates token, say id and 

enters the lexeme Sum into symbol table if it is not already there. The lexical value 

associated with this occurrence of id points to the symbol-table entry for Sum. 

 Lexical analysis is also called as linear analysis/Scanner. 

 In lexical analysis lexical errors are detected and reported to the user. 

 Blanks separating the characters/tokens of the languages are eliminated. It also 

removes out comments in the source language code.  

 Example: Lexical error occurs when characters remaining in the input do not form 

any token of the language. 

 Suppose, a statement in source programming language is as: 

Sum = Num1 + Num2 

Lexical analyzer would group it into different token like – 

     Identifier Sum 

     Assignment operator = 

     Identifier Num1 

     Operator + 

     Identifier Num2 

2) Syntax Analysis/Parsing/Hierarchical Analysis: 

 In the syntax analysis, the tokens generated in the lexical analysis are arranged 

hierarchically.  

 It forms nested collection having collective meaning. 

 It involves grouping the tokens of the source program into grammatical phrases that 

are used by compiler to synthesize output. 

 This grammatical phrase of the source program is represented by parse tree. 

 This hierarchy is nothing but parse tree/syntax tree. 

 In this phase, syntax of the statements formed is checked as per the source language 

construct. If syntax is not matching then is report the error to the user. 

 Example: Syntax error is nothing but in case of C language, we represent array 

declaration as, int Arr[1; here this statement is syntactically wrong. 

1. int arr[10; 

2. int while; 

3. int 123xyz; 
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3) Semantic Analysis 

 In semantic analysis phase, it checks the statements formed in the syntax analysis 

whether it fulfills the meaning of statements formed as per source language 

specification or not. 

 It performs certain checks to ensure that the components of a program fit together 

meaningfully. 

 It checks source program for semantic errors and gather data type information, which 

help in code generation phase. 

 It uses hierarchical structure used in the syntax analysis phase to identify operators 

and operands of expression and statements. 

 An important component of semantic analysis is type checking. 

 In type checking, compiler checks each operator is having operands that are 

permitted by source language specification. 

 Semantic error, Example1. Floating point number is used as an index of an array. 

Example2: A statement containing addition of array name and function name is 

logically not having any meaning. 

4) Intermediate Code Generation 

 After semantic analysis, compiler generates an explicit intermediate representation of 

a source program. 

 Intermediate representation should be easy to produce and translate into target 

program. 

 “Three Address Code” is used as a intermediate form. It is like a assembly language 

code for a machine in which every memory location can act as a register. 

 Three address codes consist of sequence of instructions, each of which has at most 

three operands. 

 The intermediate form has several properties: 

4. Each three address instruction has at most one operator in addition to 

the assignment. 

To generating these instructions, the compiler has to decide the order in which 

operations are to be done. Multiplication precedes the addition in the code. 

5. Compiler must generate a temporary name to hold the value computed by 

each instruction. 
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6. Some “Three Address Code” instructions have fewer than three operands. 

 Intermediate representation must also handle flow of control constructs and procedure 

calls. 

5) Code Optimization 

 In this phase attempts to improve the intermediate code so as faster running machine 

code will result. 

 Optimizations improve the running time of the target program without slowing down 

compilation too much. 

6) Code Generation 

 Final phase of a compiler is the generation of a target code, consisting normally of 

relocatable machine code or assembly code. 

 Memory locations are selected for each of the variables used by the program. 

 Then, intermediate instructions are each translated into a sequence of machine 

instructions that perform the same task. 

 A crucial task is the assignment of variables to registers. 

 The first and second operand of each instruction specify a source and destination 

respectively. 

 The F in each instruction tells that each instruction deals with float operands. 

 # signifies the number. 

 

Symbol Table Manager: 

 Symbol table is a data structure to store and retrieve data quickly. Symbol table can be 

implemented using array, link list, hashing technique. 

 Symbol table is a data structure containing a record for each identifier with their attributes. 

 Symbol table is used for two purposes 

a. To store identifiers found in the source program 

b. To collect attributes of identifiers found in the source program. 

 The attributes of an identifier are nothing but  

a) Storage allocated for an identifier 

b) data type 

c) scope 

In case of procedure name/function name attributes are as follows: 

a) Number of arguments 
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b) Type of arguments 

c) Method of passing arguments 

d) Return type of function. 

 Symbol table allows searching of record related to identifier very quickly. 

 When identifier in the source program detected by the lexical analyzer, the identifier is 

entered in the symbol table. 

 It is may not be possible to collect all information of attributes of an identifier at the time of 

lexical analysis phase only. Example: var x,y,z : real; here data types of variables x,y,z is 

not known at the time of lexical analysis. 

 Other phases of a compiler also enter the remaining information about an attributes. 

 The code generation typically enters and uses detailed information about the storage 

assigned to identifiers. 

Error Detection and reporting: 

 Each phase can encounter an error. 

 The syntax and semantic analysis phase can handle large fraction of errors. 

 The compiler detects the lexical errors, syntax errors and semantic errors. 

Lexical error: Lexical error occurs when characters remaining in the input do not form any 

token of the language. 

Syntax Error: Errors where the token stream violates the structure of rules i.e. syntax of the 

language are determined by syntax analysis phase. 

Semantic Error: During semantic analysis phase compiler tries to detect constructs which 

are syntactically correct but not meaningful. 

Example to translate Statement : X = Y + Z * 22 

                X  =  Y  +  Z  *  22 

 

 

 

             

                                            Id1 = Id2 + Id3 * 22 

 

 

 

                                                                  = 

Lexical Analyzer 

Syntax Analyzer 
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                                                    Id1                + 

                                                            

Id2                  * 

 

                Id3               22 

 

 

 

                   = 

 

                                                    Id1                + 

                                                            

Id2                  * 

 

                Id3               inttoreal 

                      

                22 

 

 

                                                

        Temp1 = inttoreal(22) 

                                                       Temp2 = Id3 * Temp1 

                                                    Temp3 = Id2 + Temp2   

                                                    Id1 = Temp3 

       

 

 

 

Semantic Analyzer 

Intermediate code generation 

Code optimizer 
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      Temp1 = Id3 * 22.0                                  

                                       Id1  = Id2 + Temp1 

 

 

 

 

 

         MOVF  Id3, R2 

                                                    MULTF  #22, R2 

                                                    MOVF  Id2, R1 

               ADDF   R2, R1 

     MOVF  R1, Id1 

                                     

                                             Fig. translation of statement : X = Y + Z * 22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.6 Front end and back end of compilers 

Front End: 

1. Front end consists of collection of those phases which are mainly dependent on source language 

and are largely independent on the target machine. 

2. Front end of compiler contains collection of following phases: 

i. Lexical analysis 

ii. Syntax analysis 

iii. Semantic Analysis 

iv. Intermediate code generation 

v. Creation of symbol table 

vi. Certain amount of code optimization 

 

Code Generator 
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Back end    

1. Back end consists of collection of those phases of compiler which are mainly dependent on target 

machine language and are largely independent on the source language. 

2. Back end of compiler contains collection of following phases: 

i. Code optimization 

ii. Target code generation 

iii. Error handling  

iv. Symbol table operations 

 

1.7 Compiler construction tools 

The compiler construction tools are as follows: 

1. Scanner/lexical analyzer generator: It automatically generates lexical analyzer using 

regular expression. Example: Tool used is lex. 

2. Parser Generators : Automatically generates syntax analyzer using context free 

grammer. Example- tool used is yacc. 

3. Syntax directed translation engine : generate intermediate code. 

4. Automatic code generators : to generate target code 

5. Data flow analysis : for code optimization 

 

Difference between parse and syntax tree: 

Sr. Parse Tree Sr. Syntax Tree 

1 The parse tree is a concrete representation of 

the input. 

1 It describes the source code conceptually, it 

doesn't need to contain all the syntactical 

elements required to parse some source code 

(curly braces, keywords, parenthesis etc.). 

2 The parse tree retains all of the information 

of the input. 

2 A Parse tree represents the source code more 

closely. 

3  3 It is superior because they record the structure of 

the input not the artifacts of your grammar. 

4  4 Consequently they are insensitive to changes in 
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your input grammar. 

5  5 easier to manipulate during translation, and are 

much smaller.  

6 A parse tree is a record of the rules (and 

tokens) used to match some input text. 

6 a syntax tree records the structure of the input and 

is insensitive to the grammar that produced it. 

7  7 A syntax tree is a far superior intermediate form 

precisely because of this insensitivity and because 

it highlights the structure of the language not the 

grammar.  

8  8 It is a compressed representation of a parse tree. 

9 the parse tree focuses on the actual 

implementation of the grammer utilized by 

the language, including the nitpicky details.  

9 Syntax tree  focuses more on the abstract 

relationships between the components of source 

code 

10 Another term for "parse tree" is "concrete 

syntax tree". 

10  

11  11 Abtract Syntax tress are simplified syntactic 

representations of the source code. 

ASTs don’t show the whole syntactic clutter, but 

represent the parsed string in a structured way, 

discarding all information that may be important 

for parsing the string, but isn’t needed for 

analyzing it. 
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12 CSTs are more concrete, as they represent 

the input in a tree-like form, in the way it 

was parsed by the parser. This form only 

conveys syntactic information, and thus is 

simple to create from a grammar, and 

difficult to analyze. 

 ASTs are more abstract. They drop all the 

syntactic clutter and focus on the structure  

13 Parse tree describe the syntactic structure of 

input. 

13 It gives a more common or abstract internal 

representation of syntactic structure given in parse 

tree.  

14   A syntax tree is a more compressed representation 

of a parse tree in which operators appears as a 

internal nodes and operands of an operator are the 

children of that operator. 

 

Regular Expressions: 

Symbol Meaning 

X the "x" character 

. any character except \n 

[xyz] either x, y or z 

[^bz] any character, except b and z 

[a-z] any character between a and z 

[^a-z] any character, except those between a and z 

R* zero R or more; R can be any regular expression 

R+ one R or more 

R? one or zero R (that is an optional R) 

R{2,5} 2 to 5 R 

R{2,} 2 R or more 

R{2} exactly 2 R 

"[xyz\"foo" the string "[xyz"foo" 
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{NOTION} expansion of NOTION, that as been defined above in the file 

\X 
if X is a "a", "b", "f", "n", "r", "t", or "v", this represents the ANSI-C 

interpretation of \X 

\0 ASCII 0 character 

\123 the caracter which ASCII code is 123, in octal  

\x2A the caracter which ASCII code is 2A, in hexadecimal  

RS R followed by S 

R|S R or S 

R/S R, only if followed by S 

^R R, only at the beginning of a line 

R$ R, only at the end of a line 

<<EOF>> end of file 

 
white           [\t\n ]+ 

letter          [A-Za-z] 

digit10         [0-9]                   /* base 10 */ 

digit16         [0-9A-Fa-f]             /* base 16 */ 

identifier      {letter}(_|{letter}|{digit10})* 

int10           {digit10}+ 

identifier  {letter}(_|{letter}|{digit10})* 

digit           [0-9] 

integer         {digit}+ 

exponant        [eE][+-]?{integer} 

real            {integer}("."{integer})?{exponant}? 


